ABSTRACT Solar photospheric ÑowÐeld properties on scales are measured using local correlation tracking sub-0A .5 (LCT) and object tracking of magnetic bright points (MBPs : photospheric bright points associated with magnetic elements). The dataset is a 70 minute time series of cospatial and cotemporal G-band 4305 Ó and wideband 4686
INTRODUCTION
Magnetic elements are high Ðeld-strength, subgranular scale, concentrations of magnetic Ñux in the photosphere. They are by deÐnition the smallest resolvable structures in the solar magnetic network. Magnetograph measurements and empirical modeling techniques (Solanki 1993 ; Rabin et al. Solanki, & StenÑow 1992 ; Keller 1990 ; Zayer, 1989 ; have established a range in magnetic element StenÑo 1973) Ðeld strengths of 1200È2000 G. Given the critical role of magnetic element dynamics in imparting energy to higher atmospheric levels quantitative measure-(Parker 1990), ments of the speeds, lifetimes, ranges, and interaction frequencies of magnetic elements are of great interest. However, the small scale of magnetic elements and the relatively long exposures required for magnetograms have prevented study of their dynamics and evolution in relation to the photospheric ÑowÐeld.
The most detailed information on magnetic element dynamics has come from tracking associated radiative indicators in the photosphere such as continuum and molecular-band bright points.
et al. follow Berger (1995a) , ing on the work of & Mena demonstrate that Muller (1987) , bright points are seen with particularly high contrast with particularly high contrast seen in Ðltergrams taken in the G-band region of the solar spectrum (a band head of the CH radical near 4300
The characteristic observed size of Ó). both G-band and continuum bright points is about 250 km et al. & Muller (0A .35 ; Berger 1995a ; Muller 1994 ; Au †ret & Keil & Zwaan 1991 ; Muller 1983 ; Spruit 1981 ; & Zirker & Berger Mehltretter 1974 ; Dunn 1973) . Title show that, in addition to the use of a good bandpass (1996) Ðlter, a spatial resolution of or better is required for 0A .4 successful study of photospheric bright points. Even with this resolution, the measured bright point sizes will be nearly a factor of 2 larger than the actual diameters due to averaging with the surrounding dark intergranular lanes & Berger demonstrates an image (Title 1996) . Berger (1996) segmentation algorithm that is able to identify (to a statistical certainty of greater than 84%) G-band bright points which occur only at sites of magnetic Ñux as measured in cotemporal magnetograms. We report here an improvement to the segmentation algorithm which, although we lack a cotemporal magnetogram to quantify the e †ect, should signiÐcantly increase the correlation. We hereafter refer to G-band bright points identiÐed by our segmentation algorithm as "" magnetic bright points (MBPs) .ÏÏ Preliminary studies of MBP dynamics Ðnd that they undergo a continual merging and fragmentation evolution with mean speeds on the order of 1È2 km s~1 & (Berger Title et al. et al. 1996 ; Muller 1994 ; Roudier 1994 ). However, these Ðndings are limited by their reliance on manual tracking of bright points : the low number of objects tracked and inherent selection e †ects limit the applicability of the conclusions. To establish a good statistical measure of MBP dynamics, a large number of objects must be tracked using an unbiased automated tracking algorithm. This, in turn, requires a dataset consisting of a relatively large Ðeld of view to capture many separate bright points (on the order of 30A or more), very high spatial resolution which is consistent in all images of the dataset, a frame rate which captures the dynamics of bright points on D100 s timescales, and a temporal length sufficient to discern the evolution of the bright points in relation to meso-and supergranular Ñows (on the order of hours). The acquisition of such a data set has recently become practical through the application of phase diversity image restoration (see & Scharmer and references therein) to very Lo fdahl 1994 high quality ground-based solar image sequences.
This paper reports the Ðrst of several analyses of a new phase diversity restored data set suitable for magnetic element dynamics studies. The primary data set is a 70 minute time series of G-band Ðltergrams taken at the 50 cm Swedish Vacuum Solar Telescope (SVST) on the island of La Palma, Spain. A second time series of 4686 Ó wideband2 Ðltergrams, cospatial and simultaneous to within 10 ms with the G-band images, is also studied. The full Ðeld of view (FOV) consists of a 29A ] 70A area near Sun center which includes a region of enhanced network activity showing hundreds of G-band bright points. Both time series are restored to very near the telescope di †raction limit (0A .2 in the G-band) by a particular variation of phase diversity restoration called partitioned phase diverse speckle (PPDS). discusses in some detail the issues pertaining to Section 2 using G-band bright points as surrogates in magnetic element studies.
brieÑy summarizes the observSection 3 ations. The details of the observations and the PPDS restorations are given in a parallel paper et al. (Lo fdahl 1998, hereafter details the reduction of the Paper I). Section 4 restored data sets into time series suitable for local correlation tracking (LCT ; et al. & Bogart 1988 ; November Simon Title, & Schoolman 1988 ; November 1986 ; Tarbell, and bright point object tracking. presents 1979) Section 5 analyses of photospheric ÑowÐeld properties both within and outside the enhanced network region. The analyses are split into three areas : we Ðrst examine the larger scale motions of magnetic element patterns in the enhanced network region. The radiant intensity of a deÐned "" magnetic region ÏÏ relative to the surrounding "" quiet ÏÏ granulation in both the G-band and 4686 bandpass is also Ó examined. Second, we measure the Ñow-Ðeld properties on LCT grids as small as Third, we analyze the motions of 0A .4. over 500 magnetic elements via automated tracking of MBPs.
G-BAND BRIGHT POINTS AND THE PHOTOSPHERIC MAGNETIC FIELD
As stated above, establishes to a high Berger (1996) degree of statistical certainty that G-band bright points identiÐed with a particular image segmentation algorithm occur only at sites of magnetic Ñux. However, the same study, as well as many others et al. & (Berger 1995b ; Yi Engvold et al. 1993 ; Keller 1992 ; Title 1990 ; Muller 1985 ; show that magnetic elements can often Mehltretter 1974), be found without discernible associated bright points. In short, magnetic Ñux is a necessary, but not sufficient, condi-2 See for a detailed description of the bandpass.°3
tion for the occurrence of photospheric bright points. In addition, there is evidence that continuum bright points may occur in the absence of detectable magnetic Ñux & Schro ter Both of these points (Beckers 1968 ; Keller 1993) . emphasize that we do not fully understand the physics of radiative transfer through magnetic elements in the photosphere. Using bright points to track magnetic elements therefore requires attention to possible biases in the analyses. We address the main biases in the following paragraphs and Ðnd that measurement of magnetic element dynamics using bright points must be interpreted with care.
One difficulty in using bright points as magnetic element tracers is the possibility that "" nonmagnetic bright points ÏÏ may be included in the Ñow measurements and e †ect the statistics.
Ðnds that using image segmentation Berger (1996) algorithms based solely on G-band image data to identify bright points results in D15%È20% of the objects being false identiÐcations (as judged by manual inspection). The large majority of these false bright points are found to be localized brightenings on granular edges. In the current study we employ an improved algorithm based on multiwavelength image data which lowers the false identiÐcation level to less than 5%. Even at the 5% level, granulation peaks in the tracking data could bias the value of the average measured speed if their Ñow character was sufficiently di †erent from that of true bright points. However, as pointed out in & Title the dynamics of granu- Berger (1996) , lation at the intergranular lane boundaries and the dynamics of bright points are closely related. Therefore, the distortion of statistical distributions of speed and other Ñow-Ðeld characteristics due to false bright points is expected to be negligible.
Regardless of the fraction of real bright points tracked by our algorithm, the results are still obviously biased to those magnetic elements which have associated G-band bright points at any time during the observation period. It is possible that the dynamic character of "" illuminated ÏÏ magnetic elements di †ers from that of "" invisible ÏÏ magnetic elements. However, this is unlikely since the kinetic energy of the photospheric Ñow Ðeld far exceeds the radiative losses associated with bright point formation in any bandpass. Still this bias is an inherent property of our analysis, the magnitude of which can only be addressed in a suitable G-band/magnetogram data set ; by using only G-band bright points to locate and track magnetic elements, our measurements may be limited to some sub-class of the small-scale magnetic Ðeld.
It is also possible that bright points occur only at some particular region of the associated magnetic element (the central core for instance). If so, the evolution of the bright point may not be exactly the same as the magnetic Ðeld itself. But consideration of the size scales under investigation makes this unlikely as well. Magnetic elements are located in intergranular lanes ; the large majority of the G-band bright points we observe nearly Ðll the intergranular lanes in which they reside ; therefore, it is highly improbable that the associated magnetic elements are signiÐcantly larger than the bright points under investigation. When a given bright point undergoes a fragmentation in which the fragments move at least a diameter apart, this indicates to a high probability that the underlying magnetic element has similarly undergone a fragmentation. In the same way, the merging of two bright points most probably indicates the coalescence of the associated magnetic Ñux.
Lastly, the temporal relation of G-band bright points to the associated magnetic element is uncertain. & Title Berger point out that fragmentation of a magnetic element (1996) may result in associated G-band bright points that are below the telescope resolution limit which appear to vanish while the magnetic Ñux remains. In addition, Berger (1996) Ðnds cases in which resolved G-band bright points fade out while the associated magnetic elements remain detectable in cotemporal magnetograms. Bright points can also apparently "" turn-on ÏÏ and/or intensify when the associated magnetic element is compressed or concentrated in a granular vertex area & Roudier All these Ðndings (Muller 1992) . imply that measurements of bright point lifetime are not applicable to the associated magnetic Ñux. However, we assume here that such temporal quantities as the mean times between bright point splittings or mergers are applicable to the underlying magnetic elements because we observe the entire processes of splitting and merging.
In summary, using bright points to track magnetic elements introduces several biases which may limit the generality of the results. Nevertheless, until magnetogram temporal and spatial resolutions are very much increased, bright point tracking is the best method for studying the dynamics and evolution of the small-scale magnetic Ðeld in relation to photospheric Ñows.
OBSERVATIONS
The observations and image restoration procedures are described in detail in
In brief, phase-diverse data Paper I. were collected with the 50 cm Swedish Vacuum Solar Telescope (SVST) on 1995 October 5 between 10 : 57 and 12 : 08 UT. An area of both quiet Sun and enhanced network activity (exhibiting hundreds of G-band bright points) near disk center was observed using two Kodak Megaplus 1.6 1536 ] 1032 pixel 10 bit CCD cameras. One camera used a 12 bandpass G-band interference Ðlter (center wavelength Ó 4305 and the other used a 54 bandpass interference Ó) Ó Ðlter (center wavelength 4686
The latter Ðlter is referred Ó). to as the "" wideband ÏÏ Ðlter to distinguish it from the G-band Ðlter ; it produces images of the photosphere which appear somewhat like those that narrowband continuum Ðlters produce (see et al.
In particular, magnetic Title 1992). elements do not show more than 3È6% contrast in this bandpass whereas the average magnetic element contrast in the G-band is between 20%È30% et al. The (Berger 1995a) . image scale in both Ðlter channels is pixel~1 ; the 0A .083 di †raction limited (j/D) resolution is in the G band 0A .228 and in the 4686 channel. The shutters of both 0A .248 Ó cameras were synchronized by computer ; the integration time was 20 ms. Real-time frame selection on a 25 s cadence was carried out on the G-band camera ; the best three G-band frames from each 20 s evaluation period, and the simultaneous wideband frames, were recorded for phase diversity processing. Figure 1 of shows the optical Paper I, arrangement. Ca II K-line images were also recorded but have not been analyzed for this paper.
Both cameras were equipped with phase diversity beam splitters (see Fig. 2 in which put two images on Paper I) each CCD with a di †erence in focus position corresponding to 8.85 mm (^0.1 mm) in air. This is equivalent to 1.16 and 1.06 waves peak-to-peak defocus in the G-band and wideband channels, respectively. The necessity of recording two simultaneous images of the same FOV on a single CCD chip results in a large aspect ratio for the images : the restored FOV for both wavelengths is 29A ] 70A.
DATA REDUCTION
Both the G-band and wideband raw images are photometrically corrected by CCD dark current subtraction and Ñat-Ðelding prior to PPDS restoration. Following PPDS restoration, the time series are further processed by rigidly aligning images in the sequence to remove telescope pointing jitter. Image rotation due to the altitude-azimuth mount of the SVST is also removed by regridding with bilinear interpolation. Geometric distortions between image pairs induced by atmospheric seeing are removed by a temporally Ðltered "" destretching ÏÏ of images. Finally, intensity variations in the time series due to p-and f-mode solar acoustic oscillations are removed by Fourier Ðltering in spatialtemporal frequency (k-u) space. The particular Ðlter used is a sharp-edged linear Ðlter in k-u with a slope equivalent to 4 km s~1 in x-t space. In addition to successfully removing the p-and f-mode oscillations, this Ðlter also (undesirably) attenuates surface Ñow motions above the 4 km s~1 threshold, introducing some temporal "" smearing ÏÏ of fast motions in the dataset.
An example of a fully processed, full FOV, G-band image is shown in Figure 6 of The upper portion of the Paper I. FOV consists of relatively nonmagnetic ("" quiet ÏÏ) granulation while the lower portion contains the enhanced network region. The white squares demarcate subregions which are analyzed individually in later sections for magnetic Ðeld concentration e †ects. The upper square is and 26A .7 ] 26A .7 encloses only quiet granulation ; we deÐne this region as the "" quiet FOV.ÏÏ The lower square is and encloses 29A .2 ] 29A .2 most of the enhanced network activity ; we deÐne this region as the "" network FOV.ÏÏ The fully processed network FOV in both G-band and 4686 bandpasses is shown in Ó Figure Magnetic elements are easily identiÐed by eye in G-band images such as the one shown in but their unam- Figure 1 , biguous identiÐcation by computer is less straightforward due to confusion with localized peaks near granule edges. In the current data set, the inclusion of simultaneous wideband images improves discrimination of the false granulation peaks from MBPs greatly.
(Plate 27) shows the Figure 2 result of subtracting the wideband image from the G-band image for the network FOV shown in As initially Figure 1 . shown by Go ran Scharmer of the SVST, the granulation in the two images cancels almost completely due to the synchronization of the exposures. However, the much higher contrast of MBPs in the G band relative to the wideband leaves them clearly visible. In addition to the obvious (and expected) enhancement of the bright points in the subtraction image, there is an excess of G-band brightness relative to the wideband brightness distributed in a di †use manner around and in between the bright points. This "" di †use component ÏÏ of G-band brightness has not previously been recognized. From examination of the time series, it is clear that the di †use component can occur and evolve independently from nearby bright points leading us to believe that it is not an artifact of the image restoration or processing.
The MBP and di †use G-band components belong to a distinct distribution of pixel intensity relative to the granulation. For example, plots G-band pixel contrast Figure 3 (intensity relative to the image mean intensity) against the 
4686
wideband pixel contrast for the single image pair Ó shown in Two relative contrast distributions are Figure 1 . discernible in the plot. By inspection, we Ðnd that the upper distribution (crosses) is due only to the MBPs and di †use component while the lower distribution (points) is due to the remaining pixels in the image. The distributions in Figure 3 are Ðtted with the following least-squares linear regressions :
where and are the G-bnd and wideband con-C 4305 C 4686 trasts in percent, respectively. Similar relations are found for all G-band/4686 image pairs in the data set.
Ó Equation indicates that while the granulation in the images scales (1) linearly with zero o †set between wavelengths, the MBP/ di †use component has both a scaling factor and a constant enhancement in the G band. The D23% contrast enhancement of this component in the G band agrees well with the 20% value found in an earlier study which analyzed magnetic element contrast in simultaneous G-band and 6302 Ó continuum images (Berger 1996) .
Given the bimodal behavior of the image contrast distributions seen in segmenting MBPs from the Figure 3 , images becomes a simple three-step process : Ðrst, a binary image is produced from a thresholded version of the G-band brightness density map et al. Second, a (Berger 1995a) . binary image in which all pixels above a threshold in the G-band/wide band di †erence image are set to 1 and the remainder are set to zero is produced. This step selects only those pixels in the MBP/di †use distribution in and Figure 3 results in a MBP/di †use component binary map. Finally, the two binary maps are combined in a boolean "" and ÏÏ operation to eliminate most granule peaks and produce an MBP binary map. The percentage of falsely identiÐed pixels in several MBP maps was checked manually and found to be below 5% in all cases. The majority of the false objects contain fewer than 5 pixels ; objects consisting of fewer than 5 pixels are therefore excluded from further analysis. While this introduces a bias in the analyses towards objects larger than this threshold, the threshold is close enough to the spatial resolution limit of the instrumentation that the bias is not a signiÐcant concern.
All bright point maps are produced from the G-band time series prior to p-mode attenuation in order to avoid the implicit interpolation inherent in the Ðltration process. Since these maps are used in the magnetic element tracking procedure, this also avoids attenuation of real motions which may exceed 4 km s~1. The bright point map produced from the network region of frame 28 of the data set (see is shown subtracted from both the G band and the Fig. 1 ) di †erence images in (Plate 28). The subtraction of Figure 4 the bright point map from the di †erence image highlights the di †use G-band "" emission ÏÏ found in the di †erence images. The number of pixels in the bright point map for frame 28 represents 3% of the total image area. Including the di †use component, the total area increases to 4.5% of the FOV. large-scale pattern of magnetic elements remains fairly constant throughout the time series. For example, certain areas in the network contain clusters made up of several magnetic elements which typically move, fragment, merge, disappear, and reappear all within a radius of a few arcseconds.
These clusters are best exhibited in time-summed images created by coadding many frames of the G-band bright point mask images together. Two such images are shown in (Plate 29). Color coding of the images shows Figure 5 present and past locations of bright points : past locations (trails) of MBPs are shown in dark blue, while the current locations of MBPs, corresponding to the last image in the time sum are shown in light blue.
is the sum over Figure 5a the Ðrst D12 minutes of the time series and shows Figure 5b the sum over the entire 70 minutes of the time series. The Ðnal area fraction of the FOV covered by MBP tracks is 26%. In the image of clusters are noticeable as Figure 5b , "" islands ÏÏ disconnected from the larger area covered by magnetic element tracks.
As mentioned in the previous section, in any one bright point mapping, the fraction of the FOV covered by identiÐed MBPs is approximately 3%. However, residual seeing e †ects result in di †ering spatial resolutions throughout the time series. It is of interest to quantify the range of variation of measured bright point area as a function of spatial resolution of the observations. As discussed in Paper I, residual seeing e †ects can be quantiÐed in the form of varying maximum spatial frequencies achieved in the PPDS restoration. The e †ect of restored G-band image spatial resolution on the measured bright area is shown in Fig. 6 for all frames in the data set. Although the general trend (shown by the least-squares linear Ðt to the unbinned data) clearly shows decreasing measured bright point area with decreasing spatial resolution, the 1 p range of the variation is restricted to about 2.5%È4% of the total Given FOV.3 3 We attribute the majority of this variation to the fact that individual bright points may "" blink ÏÏ o † for several frames before reappearing at or near their last location. The e †ect is unrelated to the spatial resolution in the image and is most likely an indication of the transient nature of bright points associated with magnetic elements.
that the total area coverage in the Ðnal summed map is 26%, the e †ect of seeing on the area coverage is therefore small.
Of special note in the Ðnal magnetic element coverage map of are the compact "" voids ÏÏ near the center Figure 5b of the FOV : regions from which MBPs are persistently excluded over the entire 70 minute time series. From examination of the G-band time series it is seen that the bright point pattern in these areas is constrained to large-scale rings which surround the voids. Two such rings are indicated by the circles in
The circles are plotted at Figure 5 . exactly the same locations in both images shown in the Ðgure ; their diameters are each 3020 km. Magnetic elements in these rings merge, fragment, and move, but stay roughly organized in the ring pattern throughout the time series. Such granular-scale rings have been seen in previous singleimage G-band observations of active network and plage, but this is the Ðrst time series we have acquired which establishes their persistence on time scales of at least one hour.
The region deÐned by the Ðnal time-summed map in is fundamentally di †erent in both Ñow pattern Figure 5b and intensity compared to the quiet Sun.
(Plate 30) Figure 7 shows a single 4686 image from the network FOV Ó divided into regions within and outside of the Ðnal summed bright point mask. The texture of the Ñow Ðeld inside the mask is highly irregular, lacking any discernible granulation. In contrast, the region outside the mask contains only normal photospheric granulation. The di †erences in image texture persist throughout the time series, indicating that the e †ect is not an artifact of the seeing. Very similar delineations in ÑowÐeld texture have been demonstrated by previous analyses in which the extent of the mask is based on mean magnetic Ñux measurements taken from a longitudinal magnetograms et al. Topka, 1992) .
In addition to Ñow texture, the intensity and rms contrast of the areas within and outside the MBP time-summed mask di †er markedly.
plots the ratio of G band Figure 8 and wideband 4686 intensity inside the mask to the inten-Ó sity outside the mask as a function of frame number (time). The wideband intensity is essentially unchanged inside and outside of the mask (mean ratio \ 0.998). Conversely, the G-band intensity is on average 6.5% higher inside the mask, principally due to the presence of the bright points. The rms contrast of the images di †ers as well : in the wideband images, the rms contrast inside the mask is 16% lower than outside. In the G band, there is an increase in the average rms contrast within the mask of 8%, primarily due to the existence of the MBPs. As a control, the time-summed mask was placed on an area of granulation from the quiet FOV and the intensity comparison carried out again for the G-band time series. The average ratio of intensity inside and outside the mask in the control case is 0.996, the mean rms contrast variation ratio is also 0.996, and there is very little temporal variation in either ratio. summarizes the Table 1 intensity and contrast comparisons.
The increase in G-band rms contrast within the mask agrees qualitatively with the results of et al. who Title (1992) Ðnd that in "" line center ÏÏ Ðltergrams (which exhibit bright points in association with magnetic elements) the magnetic regions exhibit a 20%È50% increase in rms contrast variation. Similarly, the wideband channel images closely resemble the continuum images of et al. which also Title (1992) exhibit a decrease in rms contrast within magnetic regions. The strong similarities in texture as well as the similarities in trends in image contrast within and outside of our mask when compared to the magnetic region mask of et al. Title lead us to conclude that the summed bright point (1992) mask of delineates the predominantly magnetic Figure 5b and nonmagnetic regions within the network FOV. Accordingly, we hereafter refer to the region inside the bright point mask of as the "" magnetic region ÏÏ of our data set. Figure 5b 
L CT Flow Field Measurements
Prior to measuring magnetic element motions we measure ÑowÐeld properties using the well-tested method of LCT on both the G band and wideband datasets. The speciÐc local correlation tracking algorithm used is as follows : rectangular image subÐelds or "" tiles ÏÏ are systematically shifted and a mean-square intensity di †erence metric is calculated with respect to subÐelds from the previous image in time. The lowest value of the di †erence metric (cubically interpolated to give subpixel accuracy) determines the reported displacement of the tiles. The subÐelds are apodized with a Gaussian window of FWHM equal to twice the width of the subÐeld. The initial subÐeld windows overlap by one-half of a tile width. The resulting LCT dataset possesses velocity measurements on a grid with spacing equal to the tile width ; an LCT measurement with a FWHM of is based on a Ñow grid with resolution. 0A .8 0A .4 All of our LCT measurements are performed on the phase- Fig. is the intensity averaged over the time series for wavelength j 5b. I1 j (in in units of DN (data numbers) ; is the rms contrast aver-Ó)
C j aged over the time series. The ratio is the magnetic region mean value divided by the "" nonmagnetic ÏÏ mean value. All values are calculated from the unÐltered time series.
velocity Ðltered dataset in accord with past applications of high-resolution LCT et al. (Wang 1995) . The LCT grid spacing and FWHM are free parameters in any LCT measurement. In our case, we Ðx the FWHM-togrid ratio and vary only the grid width to achieve di †erent measurement resolution. Measured Ñow speeds vary strongly as a function of the Ñow grid FWHM. Figure 9 plots the measured rms speed as a function of the window FWHM for the G-band time series, in both the network and quiet subareas. For comparison, data from the granulation time series taken with the SOUP instrument on Spacelab 2 is shown as well et al. The solid line is an (Title 1989 ). empirical Ðt given by
where Srms is the rms speed, w, is the FWHM of the LCT grid, and and are the reference values (chosen as the S 0 w 0 G-band quiet FOV values at in the Ðgure). The limit as 0A .67 w goes to zero for the Ðt shown is 1928 m s~1.
As the FWHM of the subÐeld is decreased, correlation between frames becomes dominated by granular substructure which is moving signiÐcantly faster than granular or mesogranular advection speeds. Since we are interested in comparing the granular Ñow Ðeld on the smallest measurable scales with results of magnetic element tracking, we choose the smallest FWHM value which is not noise dominated. For both the G-band and wideband 4686 time Ó series, this was found to be approximately 0A .8 (corresponding to a Ñowgrid width of 0A .4).
Comparison of LCT Ñow Ðelds measured from the G-band and 4686 time series reveals slight, but signiÐcant, Ó di †erences. Given that the images are simultaneous to less than 10 ms, and that the appearance of the granulation in the two bandpasses is qualitatively identical, the Ñow Ðelds measured from the two data sets are expected to be nearly identical. However, in low-speed regions of Ñow speed (i.e., for speeds below about 200 m s~1) the G-band and wideband velocity maps exhibit large di †erences, particularly in Ñow direction. We quantify the di †erence in the measured Ñow Ðelds by calculating the correlation between velocity maps deÐned as follows :
where and are the G-band and wideband velocity ¿ i w i vectors at Ñow-Ðeld gridpoint i, respectively, and N is the total number of gridpoints in a single velocity mapping. For two identical Ñow maps,
The correlation between R v \ 1.0. Ñow Ðelds is maximized in the quiet FOV for a FWHM of 65% of all correlations are above 0.9 ; the maximum 0A .8 : correlation is 1.0, the minimum is 0.0, and the mean value is 0.86. Decreasing the FWHM to decreases the corre-0A .66 lation indicating that the signal-to-noise ratio at this resolution is lower. The G-band/wideband Ñow-Ðeld correlation is also maximized in the network FOV for a FWHM of As in the network FOV, decreasing the width slightly 0A .8. to decreases the correlation. For both the network and 0A .7 the quiet subÐelds we choose a FWHM of (grid 0A .83 spacing of for all subsequent analyses of Ñow Ðeld 0A .415) properties.
Within the network FOV, the ensemble of all wide-band LCT speeds has modal, mean, and rms speeds of 550, 950, and 1150 m s~1, respectively. In the quiet FOV the modal, mean, and rms speeds are 700, 1100, and 1300 m s~1 respectively. In both FOVs the speeds are well Ðt by Rayleigh distributions, as is expected for the magnitude of a normally distributed two-dimensional vector Ðeld. com- Figure 10 pares the two distributions and their respective least-square Ðts. While these histograms demonstrate the global character of Ñow-Ðeld suppression by magnetic Ðelds in the network FOV, more speciÐc e †ects can be seen by imaging the speed measurements over the Ðelds of view.
(Plate 31) color codes the Ñow speed at every Figure 11a pixel in the network FOV averaged over the entire time series. The mean Ñow speed at a particular LCT gridpoint is calculated by averaging the displacement measurements over the full time series and dividing by the mean time between frames. Speeds at pixels not covered by an LCT gridpoint are calculated by cubic interpolation from the nearest grid points. The Ðgure includes mean Ñow vectors (averaged over the entire time series) at the LCT grid points as well as contour lines which outline the magnetic region as deÐned
Clearly the highest degree of Ñow-Ðeld suppression is localized to the magnetic region within the network FOV within the magnetic region, the mean Ñow speed is 650 m s~1, while outside the region the mean Ñow speed is 1000 m s~1.
(Plate 31) shows an analogous "" speed image ÏÏ Figure 11b for the quiet FOV. The LCT grid has the same FWHM as used in the network FOV and the image is scaled to the same color table. The quiet FOV has a higher range of speed values compared to the network FOV, but lacks any discernible spatial pattern.
compiles the statistics of Table 2 the average Ñowmaps for both regions shown in Figure 11 . 4b. a precision of 0.01 pixel. Tracking of a given object is implemented by considering the time series of bright point maps as constituting a cube in spacetime : the x-and y-axes are the two-dimensional image coordinates and the z-axis represents frame index or time. In this "" image cube,ÏÏ objects consist of "" trees ÏÏ of bright point voxels growing in the time direction. Tracking a given MBP is then equivalent to segmenting its representative three-dimensional bright point tree from the image cube.
Magnetic Bright Point T racking
Computationally efficient segmentation of the trees is implemented using one-dimensional integer voxel addressing : for bright point voxel i located at coordinates (x i , y i , z i ), the one-dimensional index is given by i i \ x i ] y i X ] where X and Y are the dimensions of the cube in z i XY , the x-and y-axes, respectively. For a given bright point voxel, valid neighboring voxels are sifted from a list of all known bright point voxels located only on adjacent levels. This procedure continues for all z-planes below the original plane on which an MBP is Ðrst identiÐed until the object disappears or until the last plane in the cube is reached.
(Plate 32) shows a single MBP that has been Figure 12 segmented from the image cube. Given the one-dimensional voxel addresses for an object, it is a simple matter to calculate the centroid of a two-dimensional slice on any given level. Splitting of an MBP is deÐned as those occurrences in which there are more centroids on level i than on level i [ 1. Merging is detetected by searching the datacube backward in time and identifying "" inverse splittings.ÏÏ Given a list of centroid coordinates, the displacement between frames of an MBP is calculated as the vector distance between an objectÏs centroid on level i and the projection onto level i of the nearest centroid on level i [ 1.
As mentioned in bright points in the maps can°5.1, occasionally "" blink o † ÏÏ and reappear in later frames. Reappearances which occur within two frames in the time series are deÐned as a continuation of a given objectÏs track rather than the beginning of new object in the image cube. In practice, this deÐnition is implemented by dilating the binary bright point cube with a (1, 1, 3)-voxel kernel to e †ectively smooth out time variability on scales less than two frames. Automated tracking is performed on the 350 ] 350 ] 178 element MBP binary array. Objects whose temporal extent covers less than Ðve frames in the dataset (approximately 2 minutes) are neglected in order to reduce the chances of measuring noise structures. The temporal threshold results in 534 objects identiÐed for measurement. The total number of displacement measurements that are greater than zero is 17432. The resulting magnetic element speed histogram is shown in Measured Figure 13 . speeds above 7000 m s~1 (the approximate speed of sound in the photosphere) are not included in the distribution on the grounds that they are most likely due to large centroid FIG. 14.ÈArea of a single MBP plotted as a function of time. The level of variability displayed is typical of most elements in the region. Note that not all sudden decreases or increases are correlated with observed splittings or mergers.
jumps following the merger of two magnetic elements. The measured modal and mean speeds of magnetic elements in the data set are 300 and 1470 m s~1, respectively, with a standard deviation of 1340 m s~1 ; the median value is 1040 m s~1.
Approximately 25% of the objects tracked underwent measurable splitting, meaning that the centroids of the fragments were located far enough apart to be discriminated as separate objects. The mean time between splitting is 320 s and the mean time between mergers is 404 s. The "" mean interaction period,ÏÏ deÐned as the average time between either a merging or splitting event for all elements, is therefore approximately 360 s, or 6 minutes. This is the average lifetime of granules as determined by et al. using Title (1989) autocorrelation analyses on high-resolution continuum Ðl-tergrams of quiet-Sun granulation. The power spectra of both splitting and merging times show strong peaks at 25 s (approximately the frame period of the time series), but no other signiÐcant periodicities.
shows a plot of measured area versus time for Figure 14 one of the longer-lived MBPs in the time series. Vertical lines mark the times of observed splitting or merging events for this object. This particular element underwent 13 splitting events and eight mergers over the course of the 70 minute tracking period. Note that there are several large excursions in area which are not associated with observed fragmentation or merging.
As mentioned in the introduction, we cannot accurately measure the lifetime of magnetic elements using MBPs as tracers. Nevertheless, measurements of MBP lifetimes from our data set are of interest. We deÐne the lifetime of an MBP as the number of frames over which its corresponding three-dimensional tree can be traced through the data set. By this deÐnition, a large bright point from which a smaller fragment diverges is considered to continue as the same object. Similarly, merging of a bright point into a preexisting tree deÐnes the end of the bright pointÏs lifetime but not of the tree. For example, the lifetime of the object shown in is deÐned as 178 frames (or 70 minutes). Although Figure 12 it undergoes numerous split/merge interactions, some branch of the structure can be continuously followed in time throughout the dataset. By this deÐnition of lifetime, we Ðnd that most MBPs are traceable only brieÑy : the modal lifetime is 2 minutes, the mean lifetime is 9.33 minutes. However, the maximum lifetime measured (for approximately 5% of all bright points tracked) is 70 minutes.
CONCLUSIONS
In the following, all references to the "" magnetic region ÏÏ refer to the area deÐned by the bright point travel range as shown in Both the complement of this region in Figure 5b . the network FOV and the entire quiet FOV are referred to as "" nonmagnetic ÏÏ regions. Although these regions are unlikely to be entirely free of magnetic Ñux, the term is applied for brevity.
L arge-Scale Characteristics
Comparison of the G-band and 4686 wideband images Ó reveals that in addition to brightening in the cores of magnetic elements, relative G-band brightening is found in di †use form in the magnetic region. In particular, the di †use "" emission ÏÏ is strongest in regions which appear as micropores in the wide-band images. The magnetic element and di †use emission form a continuous distribution in contrast comparisons between G-band and wideband images (see Micropores visible in the data set are in general Fig. 3 ). smaller and have lower contrast relative to the granulation in G-band images when compared to the 4686 images. Ó From the continuity of the contrast distribution, the spatial relationship of the di †use emission to the magnetic element cores, and the coherent temporal evolution of the di †use areas we conclude that the di †use component is a magnetic Ðeld e †ect on G-band radiation transfer in the photosphere and not a instrumental or atmospheric artifact.
The 4686 wideband intensity is unchanged between the Ó magnetic and nonmagnetic regions. For comparison, Title et al.
Ðnd that in clean continuum at 6303.2 mag-(1992) Ó, netic regions are on average 1.5% darker than nonmagnetic regions, primarily due to the presence of micropores. The discrepancy is most likely due to the large number of lines in our relatively wide bandpass (54 vs. 0.070 resulting Ó Ó ) in line-center brightening in magnetic elements. Similarly, the 6.5% average increase in G-band intensity in the magnetic region is due to the strong brightening of magnetic elements in this bandpass. This is to be compared with the D5% increase in plage intensity measured in Ni I 6768 Ó line center images by et al. .
6.2. Flow Field Measurements LCT results are highly dependent on the spatial and temporal resolution of the underlying measurement grid.
shows this e †ect well and in addition conÐrms the Figure 9 LCT results of et al.
The implications are that Title (1989) . LCT is capable of measuring a wide range of Ñow speeds, from relatively fast "" granular fragments ÏÏ to the slower "" advection ÏÏ speeds of 300 m s~1 or less ; the term "" characteristic speed ÏÏ must be used only in relation to a given spatiotemporal resolution. As a caveat, it is important to mention that LCT measurements strictly apply only to the brightness patterns in the time series and not necessarily to mass Ñows. It is conceivable, though not highly probable, that mass Ñow vectors on scales of several hundred km in the photosphere may di †er from the Ñow vectors derived from LCT brightness measurements.
In veriÐcation of our LCT measurements, we Ðnd good agreement of the absolute magnitudes with values measured on comparable high-spatial resolution granulation time series. In particular, et al. Ðnd a modal speed Wang (1995) about 650 m s~1 in a quiet granulation region using an apodization window of 1A FWHM. Given the similarity in grid resolution, this agrees well with the modal value of 700 m s~1 we Ðnd in our quiet FOV.
Suppression of Ñow speeds by magnetic Ðelds are found to be highly localized within the network FOV.
et al. Title comparing the di †erence between plage magnetic (1992), Ðeld regions and quiet Sun, Ðnd a similarly sharp delineation between "" magnetically suppressed ÏÏ Ñow and normal Ñow in LCT measurements. They measure a speed suppression of about a factor of 2 in the plage using an LCT FWHM of 2A, somewhat higher than the factor of 1.6 (650 magnetic vs. 1000 nonmagnetic) that we measure here. The discrepancy may be due to the higher magnetic element density within plage regions compared to the active network region studied here.
We summarize the Ñow speed suppression due to magnetic Ðelds as follows : deÐne as the mean measured C1 q speed in the quiet FOV, as the mean speed in the C1 n network FOV, as the mean speed in the network C1 n,nonmag FOV outside of the magnetic region, and as the mean C1 n,mag speed in the network FOV inside the magnetic region. Then the analyses show that in general°5.2
SpeciÐcally,
C1 q B 1.6 C1 n,mag , Another clear delineation between Ñow Ðelds within and outside magnetic regions is found by simulating the motion of particles displaced by the measured LCT Ñows. Figure 15 (Plate 33) shows such a simulation based on the 0A .8 FWHM LCT Ñow Ðeld in the network FOV. The particles, or "" corks ÏÏ (so called because they are imagined to "" Ñoat ÏÏ on the surface ÑowÐeld), are shown as white crosses on a gray-scale G-band image. The initial frame is solid white because we trace 122,500 corks located at every pixel of the Ðrst image in the time series. The Ðgure shows only 12 frames from the full 178 frame simulation. The position of the corks at time is determined by adding to t i \ t i~1 ] *t their location at time the LCT Ñow vector measured t i~1 between times and Corks are allowed to overlap in t i~1 t i . this simulation so that we track all 122,500 corks at all times except in the case where a particle is displaced outside of the FOV ; in that case, the particle is lost to the simulation. The value of *t in the space-time Ðltered LCT data set used for the simulation is 23.5 s.
The resulting sequence of images clearly shows that outside of the magnetic region, the Ñow Ðeld transports corks to the boundaries of cells on the order of 5AÈ10A in diameter. These cells are nearly fully delineated after about 30 minutes of simulated Ñow, but the cells continue to evolve via merging or collapse of neighboring cells throughout the time series. Compared to the chaotic Ñow on granular scales these "" mesogranular ÏÏ scale cells are fairly stable over times on the order of 10 min. In contrast, Figure 15 shows that within the magnetic region there is very little cork motion over the entire 70 minutes of the series. Not surprisingly, there are no mesogranular-scale cells within the magnetic region. This again emphasizes that while the magnetic elements identiÐed by G-band bright points in any one of our images occupy only 3%È4% of the area, the Ñow Ðeld is e †ected over (at least) the much larger "" magnetic region ÏÏ deÐned in Figure 5b .
For comparison to (Plate 34) shows Figure 15 , Figure 16 the equivalent time series of cork Ñow images for the quiet FOV. In the (apparent) absence of concentrated magnetic Ñux, the entire FOV is covered by mesogranular cells which are well delineated and relatively stable after approximately 30 minutes of simulated cork Ñow. There is some indication that the mesogranules in the quiet FOV are somewhat larger than those in the nonmagnetic region of the network FOV. However, the limited length of our time series prevents any deÐnite conclusions based on these cork-Ñow simulations.
In an attempt to further quantify the mesogranular cell structure of the cork simulations we calculate Ñow-Ðeld divergence and curl from the LCT velocity measurements. Divergence (or convergence) of the mean Ñow Ðeld is calculated as the directional gradient of the mean LCT vectors and is illustrated in (Plate 35). As in we Figure 17 Figure 11, calculate the divergence values at the discrete LCT grid points and then cubically interpolate the values to cover the entire FOV. The maps are shown overlaid by the mean Ñow-Ðeld vectors measured at the grid points ; both Ðgures are displayed to the same color scale. Regions of positive divergence (relative outÑow) are white and regions of negative divergence (relative inÑow) are shown red to black. The mean divergence in both Ðelds of view is e †ectively zero (below 10~5 s~1 in both cases). Both Ðelds have maximum divergence values of 0.32 s~1 located at the center of mesogranular cells. The network FOV has a minimum of [0.25 s~1, while the quiet FOV minimum is [0.32 s~1.
Magnetic Element Motion4
The majority of MBP speeds measured are consistent with the suppressed horizontal velocities measured using LCT. In particular, most of the measured magnetic element speeds are a factor of 2 lower than the mean LCT speeds in the magnetic region. However, comparing the peaks of the histograms in it is evident that the modal LCT Figure 13 speed and the modal MBP speeds are nearly equivalent. Conversely, the MBP speed histogram has a large highspeed tail which is lacking from the magnetic region LCT data. The high-speed tail of the MBP distribution exceeds that of even the nonmagnetic LCT distribution. We conclude that most of the time MBP motions are commensurate with the suppressed granular Ñows in the magnetic region but are occasionally driven to speeds on the order of 1È2 km s~1 under the inÑuence of more active Ñows.
The mean MBP speed of 1470 m s~1 compares well with measurements from past studies of magnetic element dynamics. For instance, manual tracking of MBPs in a moat region outside a sunspot penumbra resulted in mean speeds of 1È2 km s~1 & Title Similarly, (Berger 1996) . et al.
report mean and modal speeds of 1.33 Muller (1994) and 1.0 km s~1, respectively, for isolated magnetic elements in quiet Sun. The modal speed measured in this study is approximately 3 times larger than the 300 m s~1 we measure in the current study. This supports the hypothesis that MBPs in quiet Sun areas or on the boundaries of magnetic regions are subject to higher velocity Ñow Ðelds compared to MBPs within magnetic regions.
The fact that the mean interaction time of 360 s is equal to the average lifetime of granulation further supports the hypothesis that local granular motions drive the most energetic magnetic element motions. The lack of periodicity in the splitting data argues against any periodic forcing mechanisms that might be proposed for magnetic element evolution, such as p-mode acoustic forcing. However, it does not rule out random acoustic forcing as a mechanism. Using the mean speed measurement, the interaction time can be used to calculate a "" mean free path ÏÏ of magnetic elements in an enhanced network of about 530 km ; about twice the typical MBP diameter.
The 9.3 minute average lifetime of MBPs that we measure here is consistent with measurements of network bright point (NBP) average lifetimes However, we (Muller 1994) . Ðnd some bright points persisting for up to 70 minutes, far greater than the maximum 20 minutes reported by Muller Also, the percentage of magnetic elements that mea-(1994). surably split (25%) is much higher than found by et Muller al. who state that NBPs undergo splitting only rarely. (1994) In addition, the ring structures in demonstrate that Figure 5 not only individual bright points but patterns of Ñux organization can have lifetimes signiÐcantly longer than those measured for quiet-Sun magnetic elements. These discrepancies are likely due to the greater density of magnetic elements in our enhanced network region relative to the quiet-Sun regions used to study NBPs.
Further investigation is required in order to discern the long timescale evolution of network Ñux in the photosphere as well as the relation of surface Ñux elements to (presumably) larger magnetic structures below the surface. These investigations require at least two additional data sets. First, a phase-diversity corrected G-band time series (ideally of several hours in length) with simultaneous 4686 Ó and magnetogram images. Such a data set will allow much more quantitative analysis of the underlying magnetic Ñux in relation to the fraction of magnetic elements which appear as G-band bright points. The SVST is equipped for such observations and we obtained a suitable data set in the summer of 1997. Second, measurements of sub-surface magnetic structure and dynamics with simultaneous observations of surface dynamics. Analyses of subsurface Ñow-Ðeld structures based on helioseismic techniques et al. (Duvall are currently under development. We plan to under-1997) take simultaneous observations using the SoHO/MDI instrument and the SVST in order to begin to develop the analysis tools for relating surface LCT measurements to subsurface Ñow Ðelds. However, investigation of small-scale magnetic Ðeld dynamics below the surface will require a signiÐcant increase in the spatial resolution of helioseismology measurements. 
